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Brazil champion of the american cup

Owen Hoffman Network Now in its 49th year, the US Gold Cup horse show returned to Old Salem Farm in New York last weekend. On Saturday, Molly Ashe Cawley took the top place in the $35,000 Hermès Sellier Cup; French lxuury goods label has long been a sponsor. McLain Ward successfully defended his title in the $71,200 Fidelity Investments Classic that afternoon, and
on Sunday Beezie Madden won the $210,000 Longines FEI World Cup Jumping Championship. Scroll through to see the event. 1 out of 15 riders walked the track before competing at the Grand Prix Ring. Two of Hermès' 15 partner riders Lucy Deslauriers 3 out of 15 Beezie Madden, Karl Cook and Katie Dinan took the top three positions, in the $210,000 Longines FEI Dance
Championship on Sunday. Dinan, who lives in North Salem, says that Old Salem Farm was the site of her first horse show. Four of the 15 Hermès Cup winners Molly Ashe Cawley posed with the Balous Day Date horse. 5/15 The Gold Cup hosts the first leg of the FEI Jumping World Cup North American Eastern Sub-League. 6 of 15 7 of 15 Inside the Hermès Chalet at Old Salem
Farm 8 of Lucy's 15 fathers, Mario Deslauriers, was the youngest rider ever to win the Fei World Cup final. 9 of 15 Karen Polle and Lucy Deslauriers, two of hermès 16 Hermès partners showed that jumping riders competing in the American Gold Cup has always been a highlight of my year, Deslauriers said. With locations located just outside of New York City, my friends and family
often come to see and support, so it makes every event I compete in that a little more special. 10 out of 15 Karl Cook and Kaley Cuoco 11 of 15 The Hermès Chalet overlooking the Grand Prix. Sellier translates into saddler. Hermès began as a mining factory in Paris, so it had a deep relationship with the world of horseback riding. 12 of 15 Brands recently launched its new Vivace
Saddle. Master saddler Laurent Goblet designed the new saddle to prioritize contact between the rider and the horse. Each one is custom-made and equipped for horses who will eventually wear it. Polle says it's the most comfortable saddle she's ever used: You just feel like you're part of the horse, and I think that's essential for the sport. The closer you are together, the closer
you can be with the horse, the better. 13 out of 15 Brands have many equestrian items and garments for sale. 14 of the 15 ties and bracelets were also shown. 15 out of 15 Hermès Cup winners Molly Ashe Cawley Comments expressed by business contributors are their own. Stanley Cup champion and 17-year NHL veteran Bret Hedican has combined his passion for sports,
business, technology and fashion into two different joint venture. Related: 10 Things Special Effective Entrepreneurs Do Every Day First is RosterBot, an app dedicated to organizing sports teams and entertainment activities. Rosterbot automatically syncs practices and games to a user's calendar, allowing internal chat parents to coordinate car ride and help team managers handle
ins invoices and and We take the job out of play, 44-year-old Hedican talks about his involvement with the company since 2010.Hedican's second love is his business partnership with his wife and Olympic gold medalist Kristi Yamaguchi, who in 2012 created the Tsu.ya Brand women's active wear product line. Part of the lifestyle company's mission is to support literacy in young
children. As if the two businesses and the business of raising two daughters with Kristi were not enough, Hedican also served as a radio color commentator for Comcast SportsNet California (San Jose Sharks) and a part-time analyst with NBC Sports for its Inside the Glass special in the NHL playoffs. So the lesson in time management is important for Hedican. But the St. Paul,
Minnesota, native says that in his past five years as a businessman he learned other, overlapping lessons from boardrooms and ice courtyards. Here are three examples he gives. 1. Keep it simple. During his hockey career, Hedican said he learned that the game plan to beat opponents is as simple a end result as possible. This is a psychology and practice he says he is doing
with RosterBot and his Tsu.ya brand. How can we make this simple for everyone to understand? Hedican talks about operating both bodies. How can we make sure that every player on the team is moving towards the things that they're great at? Athletes-entrepreneurs emphasize the importance of finding each team member's strengths and putting players in positions that allow
them to reach their full potential. At the same time, Hedican said, he constantly encourages his employees to explore new skills and ways to impact the two organizations. Sometimes in business, less is more, he points out. By not overly complicating your game plan, your team will better understand business goals, which means how people fit the company's stereotype, and how
each person can positively impact the bottom line.2. Visualization is key. As an NHL player, Hedican regularly works with a sports psychologist to control his mental thoughts, both on and off the ice. He said the exercises he learned back then for channelling his inner beliefs allowed him to maximize his playing potential. Every player will have days to go up, Hedican said today.
You'll make a mistake, but that's how you manage it internally. How do you recover from a mistake? Or even, how can you stay level-headed when you do something great? Small business owners and similar entrepreneurs encounter stressful situations and collisions along the way, especially when they are starting a new venture - the tensions are inevitable, Hedican said.
However, how they respond to adversity, naysayers and challenges Hanging their own shingle, he added, makes the difference between moving the needle with their respective companies, whether or not. Related: The Extraordinary Power of Visualizing Success3. Every day is a day to get better. People think of being a professional athlete easy, Hedican said. I've got news for
you: No one has somehow gone by that's easy. The same thing happened to the business and as an entrepreneur, he said. Every day is an up-and-again battle in an effort to sell a new and foreign product on the market. Hedican admits he doesn't have all the answers when it comes to managing RosterBot and Tsu.ya Brand and how to develop the strategy in 2015. However, by
surrounding himself with a dedicated team, he said he found that together they could work together towards a common goal. The correlation between hockey and business is that every day is a day to get better. Time, Hedican said. The guys that were champions and the guys I played with were the kind of people. . Now, I'm trying to do it in business. Related: 5 Steps to Building a
Great Startup Team The rolezinhos have chosen a charming measure. Folha de S. Paulo - a leading Brazilian newspaper - offered a fourth style guide for dressing as young people making up mobs. But to fight the attacks, at least one shopping mall in Sao Paulo has warned that anyone involved in the flash crowd could face fines of up to $4,500 under a court order. Others -
including Átila Roque, head of Amnesty International in Brazil - have complained that these efforts are discriminatory and could constitute racial profiling. In a post about the phenomenon on her blog, Adventures of a Gringa, New York-based writer Rachel Glickhouse said race, economic stress and lack of public space, among other issues, had exacerbated tensions over the role.
Glickhouse also argues that they are not explicitly political in nature; they are meant to be social, as well as for flirting and meeting members of the same sex, nor related to security concerns about the World Cup. NGOs and social movements planned protests at Sao Paulo's JK Iguatemi shopping mall on Saturday to denounce discrimination against young blacks, the poor and
funk music fans. Sao Paulo Mayor Fernando Haddad also responded, saying his administration would expand and improve entertainment facilities for disadvantaged youth in need of healthier stores. When Americans hear the word 'Brazil' they envision Rio beaches, rainforests, and Christ the Redeemer. They probably don't think to visit the concrete forests of Sao Paulo, but they
should. The largest city in the Americas (yes, it's even bigger than New York) is a popular business center that most tourists miss. But Sao Paulo should be the first place you visit in Brazil and it will likely be in a capacity: as a layover at the great Guarulhous International Airport of the super metro, it's the gateway to most of South America. Venture beyond the field to experience
Sao Paulo, the beating heart of Brazil, is the best way to introduce yourself to many brazilian cultures. Sao Paulo is known for its art scene, vibrant nightlife, and especially the home of one of the diverse food scene in the world. From its famous Italian neighborhood, to local ingredients such as Amazonian ants at D.O.M., by Star Chef Alex Atala, to traditional Japanese sushi in the
Liberdade neighborhood (the world's largest Japanese community outside Asia), Sao Paulo's culinary world is full of surprises. And the home of some famous chefs. Brazil's 3-1 exchange rate means Americans can experience entertainment and Michelin-starred restaurants much less than you'd expect. And to launch, Brazil's new eVisas means entry into the country is now just
$40, a fraction of the old price. What Celebrity Chefs Say Americans Need to Do in Brazil It's Hard to Know Where to Start in a Super Metro municipalities like Sao Paulo, but who knows the territory better than an award-winning local chef? I asked two of Sao Paulo's most famous Brazilian chefs what Americans should do with their newly discovered affordable access to Brazil,
starting with Sao Paulo. Pictured: Chef Ivan Ralston of Gilberto Bronko, Chef Helena Rizzo of Roberto Seba Chef Helena Rizzo was named The World's Best Female Chef in 2014, and behind Mani, ranked fifth among the 50 best restaurants in Latin America. Chef Ivan Ralston is behind two Michelin-starred Tuju restaurants, which I've written about dining at less than the price of
a subpar American restaurant here. Here's Q and A: Our Editor's Note: These answers have been edited and condensed to clarity. Americans now have easier access to Brazil thanks to eVisas starting this year: A few things you think Americans visiting Sao Paulo for the first time should absolutely do? Alf Riberio / Shutterstock HR: There are a few neighborhoods I like: Liberdade,
where you can find the Japanese community. Vila Madalena art and hip Pinheiros neighborhood where you can find some of the best restaurants in the city. Mercado Municipal is the largest food market in Sao Paulo, very traditional. IR: Sao Paulo is a multicultural city with many attractions. It is not travel clear. There is no Statue of Freedom or Redeemer, but Sao Paulo is
absolutely passionate about its cultural wealth. Americans and other tourists should visit traditional restaurants such as Mocoto, Casa do Porco and Tordesilhas. They should also learn restaurants inspired by immigrant cuisine such as Italian at Osteria del Pettirosso, traditional Japanese at Kan Suke and Ryo, Korean in Komah and Middle East at Saite Marie. Our city also has
some of the best popular restaurants in the world, such as Tan Tan Noodle Bar, Capivara and Da Marino. And of course there are high-end food restaurants such as Mani, Picchi, D.O.M tuju. Q: What Brazilian dishes do Americans need to eat in Sao Paulo and where? HR: Tasting Menu at D.O.M., for brazilian ingredients pioneer's Atala; traditional dishes the northern polar part
of Brazil at Mocoto by Rodrigo Oliveira. At Tordesilhas, chef Mara Salles is a veteran and one of our biggest chefs, and introduces traditional dishes from many regions of Brazil, such as Amazon; try tacaca, a very traditional soup from Para. At Casa do Porco Jefferson Rueda showcases everything pork, from nose to tail, in both traditional and original dishes of its own. Izakaya
Matsu, a Japanese bar with top comfort dishes, is where I like to eat tonkatsu and tempura. IR: The supply of food and restaurants in Sao Paulo is huge and constantly evolving. Each location I mentioned has very special dishes: Mocoto cassava, whole San Ze roast pork at Casa do Porco, cacio e pepe at Osteria del Pettirosso and tasting menu at any culinary restaurant. What is
the best day trip from Sao Paulo to go, and why? Camburi BeachCosta Rodrigues HR: Whenever I can, I visit the beaches on Sao Paulo's North Coast (a three-hour drive away). It's the perfect combination of sea and mountain with lush forest. There are also a variety of restaurants and restaurants serving breakfast in the area. IR: A beach called Camburi. It's a two hour trip from
Sao Paulo and it's as beautiful as the beaches in Vietnam. What are your favorite Brazilian ingredients to cook with? Mani's black-tucupi-lacquered catch of the dayRoberto Seba HR: My favorite ingredients are manioc, or cassava, and that's where the name Mani comes from. Cassava is a very, very popular component in Brazil, eaten with the pleasure of the rich and the poor. It
is a tuberous root consumed both in its natural state plus the difference by products such as cassava flour, cassava starch and tucupi (fermented cassava root sauce). There are many different ways to use it: fried, roasted, cooked, glazed, as a thick substance in stews and soups. Here at Mani we serve different types of farofa (roasted and sautéed cassava flour) as side dishes;
we use cassava starch in our bread basket; we have tucupi (cassava water) as the foundation for some sauces and dishes; and cassava cooking itself in stews, purees, gratins, gnocchi, and more. IR: It's hard to say, there are many! I will mention one each season: Tomatoes in summer, mushrooms from Santa Catarina in autumn, white clams in winter, and jabuticaba (Brazilian
vine) in spring. What's your personal favorite thing to do in Sao Paulo as a local? HR: Watch concerts in intimate locations, like the ones I mentioned above. IR: Eat, for sure! Sao Paulo has the best cuisine in the world with less fanfare than other places. What is your personal favorite restaurant in Sao Paulo to eat at? Personnel: It is difficult to choose a favorite. Today I go to
Izakaya Matsu a lot, because I love japanese comfort food and it's near my house - with a three-year-old at home it's a reward! And nor is it an expensive place. IR: Kan Suke, a traditional Japanese restaurant near Paulista Avenue. It's a The small sushi bar has only six seats available. What is the best international (non-Brazilian) cuisine to eat in Sao Paulo? Sao Paulo is known
for having prominent sushi places and also a lot of hot Japanese food joint facilities, run by families. Brazil has the largest Japanese community outside of Japan, so it's a very traditional food culture here. IR: There are many international dishes- this is the advantage of being in Sao Paulo. We have great places for Japanese, Italian, Korean and Arabic food. Personnel: Japanese,
although I come from an Italian family and at the end of the day, when I return home for a hard day at the restaurant, all I want is a simple pasta with tomato sauce. IR: Depends on the date. They're very different. What is the best city in Brazil to spend time after seeing Sao Paulo, and why? PERSONNEL: I recently went to Pantanal, in the state of Mato Grosso do Sul, one of the
few places in Brazil where you can find the ecosystem still intact. It's a great place to come into contact with raw nature, to see lots of birds, crocodiles and other wildlife, and also try big fish like pacu (piranhas) and piraputanga. IR: It depends on what you're looking for, but I'd say the obvious answer is Rio de Janeiro. More from SmarterTravel: [viator_tour destination=79 type=3-
mod tours=14586P5,14586P4.15473P9] SmarterTravel Editor Shannon McMahon visited Sao Paulo as a guest of LATAM Airlines and Embratur, Brazil's tourism board. Follow her on Instagram: @shanmcmahon. We manually select everything we recommend and select items through testing and reviews. Some products are sent to us for free without incentive to provide a
favorable review. We give our objective opinion and do not accept compensation for product review. All items are in stock and the exact price at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. Committee.
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